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Welcome to our House
The Blue Hill Historical Society is a non-profit
organization. The Holt House has been the home of
the Blue Hill Historical Society since 1970.
Let us share with you interesting and unusual artifacts
related to the history of Blue Hill, the Holt Family, their
home and their role in village history.
Please consider becoming a member or one of our
dedicated volunteers.

Blue Hill Historical Society
P.O. Box 710
3 Water Street
Blue Hill, Maine 04614
www.bluehillhistory.org
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Did you know?
The Blue Hill Historical Society, first established in 1902, is an educational
and cultural organization which was formed to collect, display and interpret
artifacts and documents related to the history of the Blue Hill area. Following
and extended period of inactivity, the Society purchased the Holt House in
1970. The Society was incorporated as a tax-exempt institution in 1974. Our
sources of income include donations, membership fees, special exhibits and
programs, sale of published materials, community support and other fundraising
events.

New members are always welcome. Membership forms will be available at
the end of your tour.

Items on display in the house:
Most of the items on display have a definite connection to Blue Hill and were
donated by residents who wanted to preserve bits of Blue Hill History. Only a
few pieces actually belonged to the Holt family. The descriptions given here are
based on information provided by the donor.

What else is here?
At the rear of the house, the Carriage House contains tools, transportation items
and other special exhibits; a genealogy collection with files on over 300 local
names and an archives vault containing town records and ledgers of local
businesses.

What is that tree?
The tree at the front corner of the fence – on the same side as the Pendleton
Building, is an American Beechwood (or Linden) tree.
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When was Blue Hill Settled?
After the fall of Quebec and the end of French control of northern
Massachusetts, the area that is now the State of Maine became safe for English
settlers.
In 1762, John Roundy and Joseph Wood left Andover, Massachusetts and
selected a small island, now called Mill Island. They cleared the land and
constructed shelters. They planted some crops and explored the other
resources the area provided. In the autumn, they returned to Andover and spent
the winter with their families. In the spring, they returned to the island and
brought their families with them.
Other families from Andover joined them. As the settlement grew, they required
more and better farmland, more wood to build houses, and a shoreline that was
more suitable for boatbuilding. They found all of these at “The Head of the Bay”
– what is now Blue Hill village.
This first settlement is located about five miles down South Street, on Falls
Bridge Road, and is marked with a bronze plaque on the right side of the road.
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Please tell visitors what is new for 2019
“Roots and Branches”
An exhibit honoring Mary Ellen Chase, opens Saturday, July 27th.
The roots of the Chase family reach back into the earliest days of Blue Hill.
Mary Ellen Chase is a product of her family history, which provided both the
inspiration for her many books and the lens through which she saw her world.
Those books, more than 30 in number, are the branches that reach out and
touch us today.
In her book, “A Goodly Heritage”, Mary Ellen Chase tells the story of her
paternal grandfather, Melatiah Kimball Chase, a sea captain, who began his
career at sea as the only survivor of a shipwreck off the coast of Ireland. After
his narrow escape, he returned home and married Eliza Ann Wescott.
The “Root” of the exhibit will be a large framed portrait of Captain Melatiah
Kimball Chase, gift of Wallace W. Hinckley. A sea captain’s liquor chest, likely
owned by Capt. Chase and selected pieces of Rose Medallion china, likely
collected by Eliza Ann Wescott on her many travels, given by Janet Preston and
family, will also be featured. The “Branches” portion of the exhibit will include a
selection of the books she wrote and selected excerpts. Other items in the
Historical Society Collections with connection to this family will be noted
throughout the Holt House.

“Remembering Courage”
This exhibit was organized and staged by our Summer Staff in 2018. They wanted to
honor the sacrifices made by Blue Hill residents during the First and Second World
Wars. Individuals represented include Almon Gray (WWII), Harry Gillis, Christie Tufts
and Flora Hinckley (WWI). Since World War II ended one hundred years ago, this
exhibit will continue until we close in October.
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Ongoing Projects
“Float the Minnie May”
In 2015, we received a wonderful donation from long-time historian and past
officer of the Historical Society, Gerald Butler. The “Minnie May” is a pond boat,
or pond yacht. Pond boats were toys, made to be sailed by a child in a small
body of water, but they were also accurate scale models. The “Minnie May” is
special because of the intricate detail in her construction and because we know
her story. Blue Jacket Shipcrafters, located in Searsport, has estimated that the
restoration will cost $3,000.00. We hope to begin the restoration in October, but
must raise the money.

“Building History”
In the 1970’s, Blue Hill village was designated as a National Historic District.
Students from the Blue Hill Harbor School, and their teacher, Brittany Courtot,
photographed and gathered information about each of the 70 buildings included.
They have prepared a resource file on each building. They also built a website
so that this information could be accessed via a mobile device. This will be
useful for tourists visiting the town, as well as residents who have lived here for
many years.
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The Museum is open for Tours
Beginning Friday, July 5 to Saturday, September 14:
Tuesday and Friday from 1 pm. to 4 pm., Saturday from 11 am. - 2 pm.
The Office is open Tuesday –Saturday from 1:00 -5:00 pm.
For more information , call 207-374-2976

House Rules:





Visitors must be accompanied at all times.
All food, beverages, back packs or tote bags must be left in the office.
Only the Tour Guide may handle items on display.
We accept cash or personal checks to pay for items purchased or copies
made. We do not accept credit or debit cards.
 It’s OK to say “I don’t know”. You are not expected to know the answer to
every question!

We hope you enjoy your experience as a
Tour Guide at the Holt House.
We have prepared this book so that all of our visitors will receive a tour that
fairly represents all the aspects of Blue Hill history. Use the information in this
book as a base, but share your personal knowledge where appropriate. Cover
the Main Points (Blue box) for each room.
[Note that visitors might arrive at either the front door or the kitchen door. Keep
watch of both entrances.]
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Opening Checklist
Please arrive 20 minutes before your shift begins.
___ Walk briefly through the house. In each room:
 Raise the shades;
 Open the curtains;
 Remove drapes and covers from dresses, quilts, etc. [Before you leave,
they must be put back.]
___ Close the Bathroom door. Our bathroom is not handicapped accessible
and is for staff use only – but use your discretion if asked. If possible, refer
people to the Town Hall (across the street).
The water is not for drinking.
Locate the “Docent Kit”. Set out the:
Donation basket (with $5 in it),
Guest Book and pen,
Donation signs,
“I Visited the Holt House” stickers,
Membership forms.
Sign in on the Volunteer Time Sheet in the Office
Put on your name tag.
Be sure that your hands are clean. Handling items with clean hands is
allowed. Old textiles and photographs should be handled with gloves.
___ Hang out the OPEN flag. The flag stands in the corner inside the front
door. The bracket is on the street side of the fencepost nearest to the
Pendleton House.
___ Open the front door (use the brick on the floor to keep it open) if weather
permits.
___ Open the front gate to encourage visitors to come in.
___ If the weather is nice, take a handful of brochures and sit outside near the
gate, Greet people who may be walking by and invite them in.
___






___
___
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During each tour, be sure to:
 Ask your visitors about their interests and reasons for visiting.
 Find out how much time they have. A full tour takes about 40 minutes, but
it can be shortened if necessary. If time is very short, omit the upstairs
rooms, rather than trying to rush through the entire house.
 Invite them to become a member – or at least sign the Guest Book.
 Ask for a donation. We are a non-profit organization Ask if they would like
to purchase one of the books we have for sale.
 Each visitor should leave with an “I visited the Holt House” sticker and a
Blue Hill Historical Society brochure.
 Be sure visitors retrieve any belongings left in the office.

Closing checklist
___ Return to each room.
 Pull down shades,
 Close curtains
 Replace covers and drapes on clothing, quilts, etc.
___ Bring in the OPEN flag from outside.
___ Close the gate.
___ Close and lock the front door.
___ Count the donations and record the amount on the sales slip.
___ Place the money in an envelope, except for $5.00
___ Put the envelope and all other Docent Kit items back in the box.
___ Turn out the lights.
___ Pull the door closed and be sure it is locked.
___ Arm the security system and return the key, if necessary.
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When Visitors Arrive:
Greet guests in the front yard, if possible.
Ask a few questions to determine what their interests are and adjust your tour
accordingly. A full tour takes about 40 minutes; a brief tour (which may be best
for families with young children) takes about 15 minutes.
Cover sections “The Holt House” and “The Holt Family” outside, in front of the
house, if weather permits. Then invite visitors inside. Tell them that they will be
asked to leave their food, beverages, coats, bags and back packs in the office,
but to hold on to them for now.
Cover “The Front Hall” section. Do all three sections inside if bad weather. Then
move on to the kitchen. When visitors arrive at the back door, begin here.
 Request that they sign the Guest Book.
 Tell them about our fundraising goal/purpose and that, while there is no
admission charge, a $5.00 donation is suggested. We ask only that they
donate what they can. Each donation earns a sticker.
 Briefly show them the books and other items for sale. Tell them that the
tour will end back in the kitchen, where they will have an opportunity to
make purchases if they wish.
 Visitors must leave food, beverages, coats and bags in the office.
Begin with the picture in the kitchen: Parson Fisher’s “Morning View of Blue Hill
1824”. Point out the Holt House and the ships under construction along the
shore and the George Stevens House, which they will hear about later. Notice
the hipped (pyramid) roofs and chimneys on the houses.
Proceed with the other sections in whatever sequence makes sense.
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The

Holt House

Main Points:
 The Holt House was built in 1815 for
Jeremiah Thorndike Holt and his wife,
Elizabeth.
 The Holt House is a good example of
Federal style architecture.

 The Blue Hill Historical Society
purchased the house in 1970.

 Volunteers made three remarkable
discoveries.
Federal style homes commonly have four rooms downstairs and four rooms upstairs, a
center hallway, hipped roof, central front door and a symmetrical arrangement of windows
on the front of the house. The Holt House has an elegant doorway and four chimneys
serving eight fire places. Original “wavy glass” can be seen in many of the windows.
The Blue Hill Historical Society purchased the house from Luther Piper in 1970. Luther
Piper purchased the house from Alice Holt in 1932, so he was the only other person to
own the house. Some of the original items owned by the Holt family are still here.
The volunteers discovered:
1. Traces of the stencils which had been the original wall decoration in the dining room;
2. The original kitchen hearth with its crane and hooks still in place;
3. A small pair of shoes inside a plastered wall. One shoe had “NP” stamped into the
leather. A scrap of newspaper with the date 1813 was found with the shoes.

Top: Front entrance of
the Holt House
Left: The rosette on
the gate is a
reproduction of the
original.
Right: Fan detail
above the front door
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More about. . .
The Holt House was built by a local carpenter using formulas from Asher Benjamin’s
American Builder’s Companion and is typical of the Federal style. Federal style
architecture was popular among successful merchants and reflected one’s status in the
town. There were other Federal style homes in Blue Hill, but most have been modified as
styles changed. The Holt House retains its original form. The fan above the front door is
wood, rather than glass; perhaps due to the embargo during the War of 1812. The rosette
in the front gate is a reproduction of the original.
The Carriage House:
The Carriage House was built in 1984 and stands approximately where the barn of the
Holt house once stood. It is dedicated to Wm. Hinckley, a long-time volunteer. There are
many interesting things, mostly relating to the work-life of the Blue Hill people, on display.
It is open when volunteers are available. (See Pages 23-24)
The Pendleton House:
The large brick building next door is known as the
Pendleton House. Although it is not owned by the
Historical Society, it was built by Jeremiah and
his brother, Jonah in 1830. The first floor was used
as retail space. Here the brothers sold the goods
which were brought in by their ships. At the time of
Jeremiah’s death, the assets listed in his will included
40 kegs of rum in the inventory of his store. Upper
floors of the Pendleton House were operated as a hotel.
Later, porches were added to each floor. After the
porches were removed, the initials “J T H” were visible
on the front of the building. Some items from the
Pendleton House are displayed in the dining room.
Above: Luther
Piper stands in
front of the
Pendleton House
Left: Carriage
House is at the
rear of the Holt
House
Right: The
Pendleton House
with porches about
1909
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The

Holt Family

Main Points:
 Jeremiah Thorndike Holt was the
grandson of the first Holt to arrive in
Blue Hill.
 He was a prosperous ship builder,
merchant and town leader.
 His youngest son was Thomas
Jefferson Napoleon Bonaparte Holt.
 Three generations of the Holt family
lived in the Holt House.
Generation 1: Jeremiah Thorndike Holt, born in 1781, was the third generation of the
Holt family to live in Blue Hill. A person of thrift and industry, Jeremiah was managing
owner of three schooners which were built “across the street”, in the cove. Our archives
vault holds one of his business ledgers. After he died in 1832, his wife, Elizabeth
operated the Holt House as a tavern, which also served as an inn, until about 1851.
Generation 2: In 1851, their youngest son, Thomas Jefferson Napoleon Bonaparte
Holt, born in 1816, moved into the house with his bride, Clarissa Peters. Napoleon, or
“Nap” and Clarissa had three daughters: Alice, Clara and Maude, none of whom ever
married. Napoleon died in 1903 and Clarissa died here in 1922, at the age of 93.
Generation 3: Alice Holt, born in 1854, the last surviving daughter lived in the house until
1932 when she sold the house to Luther Piper. Alice died in California in 1941.
Top: Grave marker for
Jeremiah T. Holt at the Old
Cemetery, Blue Hill.
Left:
Thomas Jefferson
Napoleon Bonaparte Holt
Right:
Clarissa Peters Holt
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More about. . .
Shipbuilding in Blue Hill:
Records show that over 100 ships were built in Blue Hill in the century between 1792 and
1892. They were of many sizes and carried many different types of rigging, but most were
schooners built for the coasting trade. Maine’s natural resources provided lumber for
building and granite for paving blocks which were shipped to Boston, New York and cities
farther south.
Larger ships sailed to ports around the world and brought back fine china, fabrics and
works of art. A ship was expensive to build and the possible loss of a ship at sea would be
a great financial risk to the owner. For this reason, most ships were owned by shares
which spread the cost and risk among a number of owners.
The Blue Hill Historical Society has published a book “A Century of Shipbuilding” which
provides fascinating details about the ships, their Captains and their fate. This volume was
written by Rebecca Bowden Herrick. We have copies available for sale.
Frederick Holt, the artist:
There are two works attributed to
Frederick – an older son of Jeremiah
and Elizabeth - in the Holt House:
the ship painting in the dining room
and the family cow at the top of the
stairs. His grave marker is in the
shape of an artist’s pallet.
Right: Grave marker of Frederick Holt at
Seaside Cemetery, Blue Hill

Left: Clara
(Clarissa) Holt
Right: Maude Holt
Far Right: Alice
Holt
These photos are

on the chest in
the parlor.
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The

Front Hall

Main Points:
 Brass candle lamp
 Photos and portraits
 Wide floor boards and old glass
panes
 Decorative carving on stairs

Brass Candle Lamp:
A candle lamp served like a modern flashlight. When the candle was lit, the lamp could be
removed from its stand and carried outside to help guests get safely to or from their
carriages. (82.87.1, W. Lyon)
Photos and Portraits:
Pictures on the left-hand wall show many Blue Hill buildings of the past. Important Blue
Hill residents are on the right-hand wall. Read the cards that describe each photo.
Wide floor boards and old glass panes:
Very large trees were readily available so wide boards were commonly found in floors and
furniture of this time period. Many of the window panes are the original “wavy” glass.
The decorative carving on the stairs was another special touch to show that this was a
very special home.
Top: Brass candle lamp
Left: Photo gallery in the
front hall
Right: Stair detail
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Other Important Citizens of Blue Hill
The Stevens Family:
George Stevens arrived in Blue Hill in 1775. Like many early settlers, he came from
Andover, Massachusetts. In his will of 1851 he provided that after his death and that of his
wife, his homestead and a large portion of his personal property should be used to
establish an academy. Today, his home serves as the administration building of George
Stevens Academy. (Wood, E.,History of GSA, www.georgestevensacademy.org)
Theodore Stevens (1763-1820) and his wife Dorcas (Osgood) Stevens (1763-1832)
arrived in Blue Hill from Andover, Massachusetts in 1791. Their home is now the
Congregational Church parsonage on Main Street between the Town Hall and Camden
National Bank. Theodore was a blacksmith; a son and two grandsons carried on the
blacksmith trade in Blue Hill for over 80 years. The Stevens’ blacksmith shop was on the
west side of Mill Brook on the south side of Main Street.
Benjamin Stevens (1796-1873), the third child of Theodore and Dorcas Stevens, married
Polly, the daughter of Parson Jonathan Fisher.
The home of George Stevens is shown in Parson Fisher’s painting, “Morning in Blue Hill,
1824”, which hangs in the kitchen. Theodore and Dorcas (Osgood) Stevens are shown in
picture #5. Benjamin and Polly (Fisher) Stevens are shown in pictures #6 and #7.
Rufus George Frederick Candage (1826-1912):
R.G.F. Candage was the son of Samuel Roundy and Phebe Ware (Parker) Candage. At
the age of eighteen, he followed the example of his father and older brothers, and took up
the seafaring life. He sailed first in vessels used in the coasting trade and later sailed to
the West Indies, Asia, Australia and Europe. During his twenty-three years at sea, he
made Cape Horn thirteen times and sailed around the world three times. In At Home
Around the World: A Sailing Master’s Journal, 1826-1867, (published in 2003 by the Blue
Hill Historical Society) Captain Candage describes these voyages in exciting detail. He
also wrote the definitive history of Blue Hill in two volumes and is shown in picture #8.

Left: Theodore and
Dorcas Osgood
Stevens
Right: Rufus
George Frederick
Candage
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The

Dining Room

Main Points:







Wall Stencils
*Ship painting by Frederick Holt
*Hepplewhite sideboard
*Eli Terry clock
Early settlers’ table
Gate-leg dining table

*Denotes items owned by the Holt family

Wall Stencils:
These colorful stencils are a re-creation of original wall stencils found when volunteers
removed layers of old wallpaper.
*The Ship Painting:
This painting of a square-rigged ship leaving a harbor has spent its entire life here in this
house. It was done by Frederick Holt, son of Jeremiah Holt. (70.8.7, L. Piper, D. Duffy)
*The Hepplewhite sideboard:
This sideboard was owned by a member of the Holt family, although not by Jeremiah.
(88.51.1, R. Howard) We have used it to display items from the Pendleton House. (82.88.1,3,
F. Blake)

The Early Settlers’ Table:
The Wood family, who were among the first settlers in the original settlement on Mill
Island, brought this small table with them from Massachusetts in 1762 . (82.90.0, E. Kline)
Top:
Colorful stencils recreated by volunteers
Left: Early settlers’
table
Right: Ship painting
by Fredrick Holt
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More about. . .
The Wall Stencils:
The bright and cheerful wall stencils are the dominant feature in the dining room.
Stenciling was a less expensive alternative to wall paper or painted murals. Faint traces
of the original stencils were discovered when Historical Society volunteers removed layers
of wall paper. They traced the patterns, cut new stencils and recreated the room as it
would have looked about 1840. The stencils resemble those used by Moses Eaton Jr., a
very well-known wall stencil painter, but since many men shared this profession and
exchanged patterns, we cannot be certain who did the work here. A book about wall
stencils in homes of Blue Hill is for sale here.
The Early Settlers’ Table
The original settlement, which would later become Blue Hill, was located on Mill Island,
near the reversing falls, about 5 miles south of here. In 1762, two families – the Roundy’s
and the Wood’s - came from Andover, Massachusetts. This table is the oldest piece in the
house and one especially rich in Blue Hill history, having belonged to the very first family
who settled here.
*The Sideboard and Eli Terry clock;
This is a lovely piece of early 19th century furniture. Unfortunately, it has a large crack
which reduces its monetary value, but it is still valuable to us because of its Holt family
connection. On the sideboard are an ironstone pitcher and a room key from the Pendleton
House about 1890 when it was a hotel. The clock was made by Eli Terry. (88.79.1, R. Howard)
The Gate-leg Dining Table
This table belonged to George Stevens, owner of another Federal style home located
across the street which is now the Administrative Building for George Stevens Academy.
(75.2.1, R. Howard)

Left:
Pendleton House items
on the sideboard
Right: Eli Terry clock
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The

Parlor

Main Points:






Architectural details and wallpaper
*Bow-front Chest
Octant belonging to Capt. John Kane
Painting of the “Ocean Ranger”
*Holt family photos

*Denotes an item related to the Holt family.

Architectural details and wallpaper:
The shutters are on the inside and fold back into the wall. The moldings are carved in a
rope design. Wallpaper was reserved for the parlor, which was the “best room”.
*Bow Front Chest and Holt family photos:
The lovely chest belonged to Alice Holt, the last Holt to live in this house. The chest
remained in the house when she sold it to Luther Piper. (88.78.1, R. Howard) Alice, Clara
and Maude, daughters of Napoleon and Clarissa, are shown in the photos. (88.11.2, R. Morris,
a cousin of Alice Holt)

Octant
This octant, which is a navigational instrument, belonged to Captain John Warren Kane,
one of the last of the deepwater sailing ship captains from Blue Hill. (77.2.1, A. Hinkley)
“Ocean Ranger”
Built in 1854, this was one of the largest ships built in Blue Hill.
Top: This window
shows the shutter
folded back into the
window frame.
Left: Bow-front chest
with Holt family photos.
Right: Octant
belonging to Captain
John Warren Kane.
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More about. . .
Architectural details and wallpaper:
The parlor was reserved for special events or visits by the local parson or some other
dignitary. A family would spend as much as they could on architectural details that would
show their status in the community. We suspect that the “rope” decoration in the molding
surrounding the ceiling, doors and windows was hand carved. A rope design would be
very appropriate for a family who owned ships.
This wallpaper was hung in 2010. It is an exact copy of an early 19th century design,
probably printed in Boston, which was found in another Federal period home in Blue Hill.
Captain John Warren Kane:
Captain Kane’s ship was sailing off the coast of Brazil in the late 1800’s when he came
across a British steamship which was in distress. He and his crew rescued all aboard the
British ship. In appreciation for that rescue, Queen Victoria presented him with a lovely
silver trophy. The trophy is on display at the Blue Hill Public Library.
The “Ocean Ranger”:
The “Ocean Ranger” sailed to Rotterdam and Bombay and other ports around the world.
Our archives vault holds her ownership papers and other records related to this ship. The
donor purchased the painting from the descendants of the ship’s owner, S. Treworgy.
(R. Howard)

Left: “Ocean Ranger”

Right: Detail of shutters
which are built into the
window frame in the
parlor.
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The

Upstairs Hall

Main Points:






*Painting of the cow
Beaded collar
Ship carving
Military items
Samplers

*Denotes item belonging to the Holt family

The Painting of the Cow:
The friendly cow in this painting must have been important to the family because the
painting has been hanging here for the better part of 100 years. Attributed to the family
painter, Frederick Holt, it is one of the few items that was owned by the Holt family and is
original to the house. It appears to have been painted on linoleum.
Beaded Dress Collar:
The donor tells us that this collar was made by Albine Carter of East Blue Hill while he
was held captive in the Libby Prison in Richmond, Virginia during the Civil War. He served
in Company E, 6th Maine Regiment. (89.19.1, B. Winslow)
Samplers:
Young ladies were taught needlework skills at an early age. Our samplers were worked by
Clara Peters (later Holt) and her sister, Augusta Peters, (82.100.3, W. Hinkley), Mary Cheever,
age 7. (84.23.1, B. Bullard) and Mary Parker. (03.7.1, G. Leger).

Top: The Holt family
cow, painted by
Fredrick Holt.
Left: Beaded dress
collar.
Right: Sampler by
Clarissa Peters Holt,
July 1837, when she
was eight years old.
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More about. . .
Military items:
In the case below the window, there is a Civil War canteen which belonged to Robert
Bettel, 16th Maine Regiment. (84.30.1, R. Howard). Other Civil War items include a belt, buckle,
bayonet and bayonet holder. (98.1.2a-d, L Fredricks) The Civil War-style jacket was made by
volunteer Elvira Bass to to display some of our artifacts. Blue Hill had an active Grand
Army of the Republic (GAR) organization – a fraternal organization for veterans of the Civil
War. A small volume in our vault contains membership lists and other GAR information.
Thomas Lord:
Thomas Lord was a builder, ship-wright (a carpenter skilled in ship construction and
repair) and architect. He built many houses and worked on numerous vessels. He is best
known for his graceful churches, including the First Congregational Church of Blue Hill,
built in 1841 and the Congregational Church in Ellsworth, famed for its elegant steeple.
The Blue Hill Congregational Church is located just up Tenney Hill, on the left. Judging by
the table, he was a better architect than furniture maker. ( 75.6.1, ) A picture of Thomas Lord
and his wife hangs in the Gold Bedroom.
Right: Equipment that would have been used by
a Civil War Soldier.
Below Left: Harry L. Gillis wearing his WWI
uniform, now in “Remembering Courage”
exhibit
Below Center: Thomas Lord table.
Below Right: Civil War-style jacket which
displays a soldier’s equipment.
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The

Blue Bedroom

Main Points:
“Remembering Courage” Exhibit
 Ophra Staples wedding dress
and photo
 Parson Fisher blanket chest
 Clock by E. Shorey
 Knit coverlet
Ophra (Offie) Staples
Offie Staples married Carlson Kittridge, in 1906. It is rare for a museum to have a
wedding dress and a photo of the bride wearing it. We are fortunate to have both,
although the dress is in extremely fragile condition. The dress was given by her daughterin-law, Berentha (Leach) Kittridge. (88.55.2a, b, B. Kittridge)
Rev. Jonathan Fisher:
Parson Fisher is Blue Hill’s most famous citizen. He was a man of many talents, including
furniture making. (91.35.1, E. Hinkley)
“Remembering Courage”:
We hope you enjoy this exhibit which was designed by the summer assistants in 2018. It
recognizes how far Blue Hill residents traveled in their service to their country.

Top: Ophra Staples’
wedding dress. Photo can
be seen on the left
Left: Blanket chest made
by Rev. Jonathan Fisher.
Right:: A bow-front chest of
drawers.
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More about. . .
Knitted Bedspread (82.2.2, M. Clark)
There is a story that this bedspread was knit by a bride who went to sea with her seacaptain husband during a 3-month journey. We have not been able to verify it.
Clock made by Edwin Shorey:
Mr. Shorey was probably not a clockmaker. We believe that the interior workings of this
clock were mass produced in Connecticut and sold to individuals who would make a
decorative case. The clock dates from the 1840’s. (88.61.1, R. Howard)
Parson Jonathan Fisher
Parson Jonathan Fisher (1768–1847) was the first Congregational minister from 1794 to
1837 in the small village of Blue Hill, Maine. Although his primary duties as a country
parson engaged much of his time, Fisher was also a farmer, scientist, mathematician,
surveyor, and writer of prose and poetry. He bound his own books, designed and built
furniture, was a reporter for the local newspaper, dug wells, built his own home and raised
a large family. His home is now open as a museum.
Textile production:
Entries in diaries and ledgers show that many women were involved in home production of
textiles. Many farms raised sheep, which were shorn each spring. Carding mills were
located in many small villages, since most villages were built near streams. Once the wool
was carded, it was returned to the home where it was spun into yarn.

Challenges of maintaining a costume collection:
Textiles require special care. They are easily damaged by sunlight, insects, mold and
stress on individual threads when a garment, quilt or accessory hangs without adequate
support. Certain dyes actually weaken the fabric. We do the best we can with the
resources available.

Left: Clock made in
Blue Hill by Edwin
Shorey and label
inside.
Right: Knitted
bedspread.
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The

Children’s Room

Main Points:






*Little shoes
Tea set from Partridge Drug Store
Antique crib
Homemade ice skates
Toys and games children played
* Denotes item owned by the Holt family.

Little shoes:
This pair of children’s shoes was found inside the wall when volunteers were repairing
plaster. The initials “NP” are stamped on the heel. (82.118.1a,b.)
The Tea Set:
This doll-sized tea set was bought in 1895 as a Christmas gift at the Partridge Drug Store,
which was in the building on the corner of Main and Water Street, Blue Hill. The price was
25 cents and it is still in its original box.
Homemade ice skates:
These used a file for a skate blade.
Antique crib
We are fortunate to have this crib (82.9.1, K. Clements) and doll collection. (03.2.1, E. Wood and
others)

Top:
Children’s shoes
found in the wall.
Left: Antique crib
and dolls.
Right: Tea set
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More about. . .
The Shoes:
While repairing some damaged plaster, volunteers found a pair of children’s shoes. They
were made of leather, with a flat leather sole. A scrap of newspaper dated 1813 was found
inside the wall with the shoes. The Holt House was built in 1815, but we don’t know when
construction was begun or completed. Jeremiah’s son, Napoleon was born in 1816, so the
identity of the shoes’ owner remains a mystery.
The toys:
The items displayed here have been donated by many residents who had a great
appreciation for the thrift and creativity of an earlier time. Rather than discard old toys, and
childrens’ articles they brought them to us so that they could be appreciated by later
generations of children. It is often surprising how similar the old toys are to new ones.
Things were made with care and intended to last. Many items were repurposed. Children
were taught to respect the efforts of others who gave them clothing to wear and toys to
play with.

The dress on the left was made for a
Bicentennial Parade in 1976.

Top Left: Climbing
monkey toy in its
original box.
Top Center: Home
made marbles
Top Right: Marble
track toy
Leftt: Children’s
dresses showing very
intricate needlework.
Right: The “Minnie
May”, a hand-made
pond boat for a very
young sailor.
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The

Costume Room

Main Points:
 Elizabeth “Sally” Blaine Gown and
accessories
 Mysterious Rug
 Emilie Loring dress
 Beaded Purses

The Sally Blaine Gown
Sally Blaine (b. 1824) wore this gown to a White House Ball when her brother, James G.
Blaine was Secretary of State under Benjamin Harrison, about 1886. We also have her
picture, fan, handkerchief and shoes. (82.105.1-5, W.S. McCormick)
Mysterious Rug:
Three techniques are involved in making this rug: embroidery, braiding and hooking. The
40 medallions seem to tell a story. Nine of the embroidered designs match animals
depicted in “Scripture Animals” by Rev. Jonathan Fisher. (70.3.1, B. Britton)
Emilie Loring Dress:
This gown from about 1928 belonged to Emilie Loring (1864-1951), a well-known novelist
who spent summers in the “Stone House” in East Blue Hill. (2005, R. Slaven)
Top: Sally Blaine
Gown
Left: One medallion
from the Mysterious
Rug which bears the
date of March, 1858.
Right:
Emilie Loring dress,
c. 1928.

Mt. . .
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More about. . .
Sally Blaine:
Sally’s real name was Elizabeth Gillespie Blaine. Her brother, James Gillespie Blaine was
a well-known, if not always admired, Maine politician who served in the House, Senate
and as Secretary of State. He also ran for president but was defeated. Because of her
brother’s position in government, Sally was invited to a ball at the White House about
1886. Although the State of Maine Governor’s residence in Augusta is known as the
Blaine House, James G. Blaine was never Governor of Maine.
Mysterious Rug:
We have speculated about the origin of this rug for many years. We do not know where or
how the donor happened to acquire it, so we cannot establish a definite connection to any
Blue Hill family. It appears to be a tribute to someone who died in March, 1858. Some of
the strange animals, which would be unfamiliar to most Blue Hill residents, have been
copied from woodcuts used by Jonathan Fisher in his book, “Scripture Animals”. There
may be a connection to the Fisher family, but we cannot prove it.
Emilie Loring;
Mrs. Loring wrote mostly in the romance genre, publishing her first book in 1914 at the
age of 50. One of her novels is on the sewing machine. This gown was given to Esther
Wood, a local historian, after World War II. Miss Wood gave the dress to Ruth (Saunders)
Slaven, who along with her husband owned the “Stone House”. Mrs. Slaven donated the
gown to the Blue Hill Historical Society in 2005.
Sewing Machine
This interesting machine was made by the Florence Machine Co., Florence MA about
1870.

Left: Beaded purse,
probably made from a
paisley shawl.
Right: Florence Bryant
dress, about 1900.
(89.17,2a,b, A.
Nichols)
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The

Gold Bedroom

Main Points






1000 Pyramid Quilt
The Quilt Collection
Rowantrees Pottery
Thomas & Matilda Lord portrait
Family history documents

1000 Pyramid Quilt:
In theory at least, there are no two triangles made from the same fabric. If that is true, this
is an example of a “Charm Quilt”, a style that was popular in the early 1900’s.
Quilt Collection:
We have many quilts in our collection. Most were made in Blue Hill, but some are
connected with the Calderwood family of Vinalhaven. (98.4.1-13, )
Thomas Lord:
Portrait of Thomas Lord, who made the table in the upstairs hall, and his wife, Matilda.
(88.47.1, unknown)

Rowantrees Pottery:
This pottery, which operated in Blue Hill for many years is famous for its distinctive pattern
and glazes. (84.32.10, H. Stevens)

Top: 1000 Pyramid
Quilt
Left: Some of the
quilts in the
Society Collection.
Right: Thomas and
Matilda Lord
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More about . . .
The Quilt Collection:
The date a quilt was made can be determined by the types of fabrics used, the piecing
design and the filling used between the layers. The same fabrics appear in many of our
quilts. Many have a backing which appears to have been home-dyed with butternut/white
walnut which grew in this area. Young girls were taught needlework skills at an early age
and often used scraps from their mother’s or grandmother’s collection of fabrics. A
beginner’s quilt will have large pieces, uneven stitches and poorly matched seams, but
may share fabrics with a quilt of much better quality. Some of these quilts were featured in
Lady’s Circle Patchwork Quilts, No. 16.
Family History Documents:
Marriage Certificate and pictures of John Duffy and Martha Chatto (88.48.1, F. Dallett)
Framed mourning tribute to Phineas Osgood (died 1834 at age 88) and his wife Mary
(died 1820 at age 60)
Family Register of Rufus Stover (b. Blue Hill, 1829) and Selena Gott (b. Brooksville, 1836)
and their children. (88.1.1, )
Rowantrees Pottery:
Rowantrees Pottery was founded by Adelaide Pearson, a Blue Hill resident who was a
world traveler, musician, archaeologist, author, lecturer, and philanthropist. She offered art
classes at her home in the 1930s and then in 1934 built a kiln on her property.
Rowantrees pottery grew to become an important commercial pottery that employed and
inspired many Blue Hill residents. Selected by Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower for her personal
use, the pottery became widely known throughout the world.

Left: Duffy-Chatto
Marriage Certificate
Right: Pottery by
Rowantrees, Blue Hill,
Maine
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The

Kitchen

Main Points:







*Kitchen hearth, crane and oven
Cooking utensils
Two-board table
Rocker-cradle bench
Dry sink
China
*Denotes items owned by the Holt family

Kitchen Equipment
The hearth, with its crane and hooks, was found intact when volunteers removed an old
kerosene stove and a wooden panel behind it. The oven door came from the Dahlquist
house on Union Street. (82.44.2, G. Emerson)
Two-board table
If you look closely, you can see that the whole width of the table top is made up of only
two very wide boards, which are held in place by “breadboard ends”. (72.01.2, W. Austin)
Rocker-cradle Bench
There was so much work to be done, women of this period had to rock the baby while they
prepared garden produce for cooking or kept an eye on the evening’s supper. (74.01.1L, W.
Bowman - loan)

Dry sink
Before indoor plumbing, water was heated over the fire and poured into a “dry” sink. After
the washing was done, water was drained out through a hole in the bottom. (82.44.1, G.
Emerson)
Top: Kitchen hearth
with cooking utensils.
Left: Dry sink
Right: Table top made
with twoboards and
breadboard ends.
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More about. . .
Kitchen hearth display:
Candle mold (84.25.1, R. Howard)
Nutmeg grater (88.64.5e, R. Howard)
Toaster (88.70.1, R. Howard) or (88.29.1L, H. Duffy)
The following items were originally in the Holt House:
Tinware biscuit oven (82.60.0, R. Howard)
Tinware food warmer (82.60.4, R. Howard)
Tinware rotisserie (82.60.2, R. Howard)
Tea Kettle that was intended for use on a wood-fired cook stove (82.60.1, R. Howard)
The Dry Sink:
This item came from the Horton House on Union Street, the same house from which the oven
door came. Many interesting old kitchen tools and utensils are displayed.

China:
Ships from Blue Hill sailed to ports around the world. They
often returned with cargoes that included fine fabrics and
tableware – either for sale or to be used by the families of
their shareholders. Many products were available to
residents of Blue Hill. This afforded them a degree of
sophistication that would not have been possible in
villages farther inland. Some of these pieces are displayed
in the kitchen. The hutch is a gift of Ruth Austin. (82.42.1, R.
Austin)

Above: Hutch, which is
a reproduction made by
Elliot Sweet of Blue Hill.
Left: Rocker cradle
bench.
Right: Ironstone
Staffordshire Teapot
sits on the top shelf of
the hutch.
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The

Carriage House

Main Points:






Built in 1984
Dedicated to Wm. Hinkley
Tools related to the work done by
Blue Hill residents
Transportation
Vault and archives

Left: A “Dinner Pail”, which might
have been used by a quarry worker
or miner. It was meant to be placed
over a fire. The pail had a handle,
compartments for tea, for the main
meal and a mug capped the open
top. The noon meal in Maine is
traditionally called dinner, not lunch.
Right: Dedication Plaque.
Left: A half model was made before
a ship was built and was a pattern
for the builders to follow. These
models represent two ships built in
Blue Hill.
Right: This saw was more than 5
feet long and was used to cut ice
from local ponds. The ice was
packed in sawdust and stored or
shipped away.
Left: Carbide lamps used by
miners, c. 1918. Possibly
associated with the Douglass Mine
in Blue Hill. The smaller one clipped
to the miner’s cap.
Right: This sleigh was used by Dr.
Bliss (1887-1961), one of the
founders of the Blue Hill Hospital,
when he made his rounds in winter.
He was the town doctor for many
years.
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Right: These two lanterns were rescued from the original
Blue Hill Inn, which was located at the top of the hill
across from Tradewinds Market.
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Descendants of Nicholas HOLT

1. Nicholas HOLT (b.1716 d.1798) married first 1739 Hannah OSGOOD (b.1714 d.1744)
2. Jedidiah HOLT (b.1740 d.1740)
2. Hannah HOLT (b.1741 d.1826)
married Jonathan DARLING Jr. (b.1741 m.1763)
3. Jonathan DARLING (b.1763 d.1765)
3. Jonathan DARLING (b.1765 d.1848)
3. Hannah DARLING (b.1767)
3. Hannah DARLING (b.1768 d.1768)
3. Sarah DARLING (b.1771 d.1836)
married Peter PARKER Jr. (b.1769 m.1796 d.1855)
3. Mary DARLING (b.1774 d.1849)
married Stephen MESSURE (b.1772 m.1796)
3. Phebe DARLING (b.1776)
married Elisha GUBTAIL (b.1792 m.1810)
3. Samuel DARLING (b.1781 d.Abt 1860)
married Hannah OSGOOD (b.1785 m.1805 d.1806)
3. Jedidiah DARLING (b.1784 d.1862)
married Lydia STINSON (b.1788 m.1807)

Nicholas HOLT married second Lois PHELPS (m.1751 d.1815)
2. Jedidiah HOLT (b.1754 d.1847)

married Sarah THORNDIKE (b.1751 m.1778 d.1836)

3. Jedidiah HOLT (b.1779 d.1842)
married Polly VILES (d.1843)
3. Jeremiah Thorndike HOLT (b.1781 d.1832)
married Elizabeth OSGOOD (b.1789 m.1808 d.1858)
3. Jonah HOLT (b.1783 d.1860)
married first Eliza Osgood STEVENS
married second Almira WILCOX
3. Samuel Phelps HOLT (b.1786 d.1827)
married Lydia LOWELL (b.1790 m.1813 d.1857)
3. Stephen HOLT (b.1788 d.1830)
married Edy PARKER (b.1795 m.1819)
3. Sally Prince HOLT (b.1792 d.1803)
2. Nicholas HOLT Jr. (b.1756 d.1834)

married Phebe BACHELOR (b.1754 m.1781 d.1794)

3. Levi HOLT (b.1785)
married Betsey STEVENS (m.1809)
3. Jonathan HOLT (b.1787)
2. Nicholas HOLT Jr. married second Molly WORMWOOD (b.1762 m.1795 d.1832)
3. Phebe Bachelor HOLT (b.1796)
3. Hannah Darling HOLT (b.1798)
3. Joseph HOLT (b.1801 d.1885)
married Margaret MORSE (b.1799 m.1825 d.1869)
From Vital Records of Blue Hill, Compiled by Rick Sawyer
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Accession Numbers and Donors of Items Included
Front Hall
(82.87.1, W. Lyon) Candle

lamp with stand

Dining Room
(70.8.7, L. Piper, D. Duffy) Ship

painting done by Frederick Holt, son of Jeremiah Holt.
(88.51.1, R. Howard) Hepplewhite sideboard with Holt family connections.
(88.79.1, R. Howard) Eli Terry clock on the sideboard.
(75.2.1, R. Howard) George Stevens dining room table.
(82.88.1, F. Blake) Ironstone pitcher
(82.88.3, F.Blake) Room key from the Pendleton House about 1890 when it was a hotel.
(82.90.0, E. Kline) Early settler’s table from Massachusetts in 1762.
(76.1.1L, F. Blake, loan) Painting of the Ship “James Baker” attributed to Stubbs.

Parlor
Bow-front chest belonged to Alice Holt.
(Pictures: 88.11.2, R. Morris, a cousin of Alice Holt) The small pictures on top of the chest are Alice and
her two sisters Clara and Maude.
(77.2.1, A. Hinkley) This octant belonged to Captain John Warren Kane, from Blue Hill.
(84.16.1, E. Wood) Concert roller Organ
(88.65.2a, R. Howard) Captain’s writing desk
(___R. Howard) Ship “Ocean Ranger”
(88.78.1, R. Howard)

Upstairs Hall
(89.19.1, B. Winslow) This

collar was made by Albine Carter
(82.100.3, W. Hinkley) Sampler, Augusta Peters, sister of Clara Peters Holt
(84.23.1, B. Bullard) Sampler, Mary Cheever, age 7.
(03.7.1, G. Leger). Sampler by Mary Parker
(84.23.1, B. Bullard) Mary Cheever, age 7 yrs., sampler
??
Eliza Stevens Osgood sampler
(84.30.1, R. Howard) Canteen, belonged to Robert Bettel,
(75.6.1, P. Rowland ) Thomas Lord table
(98.1.2a-f, L Fredricks) Civil War belt buckle, belt, bayonet (glass case at top of stairs)

Blue Bedroom
Knitted Bedspread
(88.55.2a,b, B. Kittridge) The wedding dress of Berentha Kittridge and a photo of the bride wearing
it. (We also have the photograph of the groom, Earl Kittridge).
(82.2.2, M. Clark)
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(91.35.1, E. Hinkley) Blanket
(87.101.1, unknown)
(88.61.1, R. Howard)

chest made by Parson Fisher
Sitz Tub
Clock made by Edwin Shorey

Gold Bedroom
(88.47.1, unknown) Thomas

Lord is shown with his wife, Matilda.
(88.48.1, F. Dallett) Marriage Certificate and pictures of John Duffy and Martha Chatto
Costume room
Sally Blaine (b. 1824) wore this gown to a White House Ball
We also have her picture, fan, handkerchief and shoes.
(70.3.1, B. Britton) Mysterious Rug
(dress - 89.17.2a, slip – 89.17.2b, A. Nichols ) Florence Bryant Dress This lovely dress is made from
fine white cotton fabric with tiny tucks, lace and delicate needlework. The
donation included a matching slip
(82.105.1-5, W.S. McCormick)

Children’s Room
Little shoes found in the wall of the house.
(82.9.1, K. Clements) Crib
(03.2.1, E. Wood and others) dolls
(82.118.1a,b.)
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To learn more about Blue Hill, we recommend:
At Home Around the World ,
An Autobiography by R.G.F. Candage

A Record of Early American Wall Stencils
By Dorothy Candage, 1979

Historical Sketches of Blue Hill – Vol I & II,
R. G. F.Candage, Vol. l, 1905

Marriage Records 1790 to 1829 w/index
Bits of Local History w/index
Re-published articles originally written for the Weekly Packet,
by William Hinkley, 1989

Bits of Local History index only
Seaside Cemetery book
A grave location guide (revised 2006)

The Old Cemetery of 1794,
A Complete revision of the Town Bicentennial edition of 1962
By William Hinkley, 1976

Head of the Bay,
by Annie Clough, reprinted 2006

Blue Hill Bibliography
by Robert Sweetall, 1989

Settlement and Progress of Blue Hill
By R.G.F. Candage

In Guardians’ Footsteps,
A 100 year history of the Blue Hill Fire Company, by Dennis Robertson, 2012

The Burying Places of Blue Hill, Maine
A gravestone registry from the 1700’s to 1986, Compiled by R. T. Horton, 1990

Vital Records of Blue Hill,
Compiled by Rick Sawyer, 2012

Stories of Blue Hill HIsotry
Blue Hill Historical Society

Hannah Wood, Story of an 1850’s Childhood
By Esther Wood

A Centuary of Shipbuilding
By Rebecca Bowden Herrick

All of these volumes are for sale here.
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